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Abstract. We demonstrate the usefulness of Petri nets for treating problems about vector addition 
systems by giving a simple exposition of Rabin’s proof of the undecidability of the inclusion 
problem for v+ ctor addition system reachability sets, and then proceed to show that the inclusion 
problem can be reduced to the equality problem for reachability sets. 
1. troduction 
Vector addition systems were introduced by Karp and iller in 1966 to represent 
the control aspects of tkir parallel program schem [g]. They proved the 
decidability of certain problems concerning vector addition systems, such as 
boundedness, and reported that abin had proved the undecidability of the 
equality problem. n fact, what Rabin had proved (in 19615) was that the incl 
problem was und,cidable, by reducing the unsolvable problem O+ finding integer 
roots for exponential polynomial equations to it. The eqwality p lem, which is of 
.ourse reducible to the inclusion problem, remained unsolved. e will show that 
the converse reducibility also holds, thus finally settlinf,g the problem. -N-S _ 
In 1972, ch time it w 
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ness problem (reachability problem) for vector addition systems are still open; 
some preliminary results can be found in [3, 4] and [15]. 
2.~. Definition of vector addition systems 
We 
Let 
r’s original [8] definition of a vector addition system (VAS). 
= the non-negative integers. 
An r-dimensional vector addition system (VAS) is a pair /I = (q, W) in 
an s-dimensional vector of non-negative integers and W is a finite set of 
r-dimensional integer vecliors, q E 
The reachability set R(A) is the set of all vectors of the form q + w1 + w2 + . l . + 
W, such that Vi s n, wi E W, and 4 + Xi=1 W! 3 0. Geor,*e:rically, in r-coabrdinate 
space, R(A) is the set of points reachable from q by successive translations from 
the set W without evev leming the first o&ant. 
Karp and Miller gave no name to the various objects they introduced. For 
convenience we shall intr~xiuce a terminology which will be consistent with that 
used for Petri nets. 
The elements of W are called transitions, the elements of R(A) are called 
markings, where q is the initial marking. Henceforth we shall use t or tj as a generic 
name for transitions, and a, b, c, l 9 8 as names for particular transitions. Markings 
wiil designated by. M, M’, l l 0; we reserve MO for the initial marking. 
If is a marking in R(A) s&h that transition t E W can be added to it to 
produce a new reac ble marking M’ = M + t E *, we say that t is 
to M’ is called a firing t, provided that 
This is because- the original motivation for studying VASs was to model parallel, 
asynchronous systems, where a system state is described by a marking, and where a 
state transition (transition firing) is possible (enabled) ifF certain conditions, such as 
non-empty buffers, are satisfied (M a - t). 
In r)ur proofs we shall only use VASs whose transitions have coordinates 
reetricted to { - 1,0, -t 1). Such a VAS is called a restricted VAS. 
2.2. graphical representation of restricted vector addition system 
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Restricted VAS _Restricted Petri net 
q) = ( 2, 0, 1s 0) 
W = { a, b, c, (1) 
a = (-1,+1,-l, 0) 
b =:(+l, ‘0,-l, 0) 
c = ( 0,-1,+1,-l) 
d - ( 0, 0, O,+l) 
Pl P2 p3 P4 
5 
b 
P3 
(corresponding places) 
Fig. 1, An example. 
afring 3f t : If the i th coordinate of t is - 1, we direct an arrow from place pi to t; if 
iht i tb coordinate of g IS + 1, we d rect an arrow from t to pi* A firing of t can now 
be vis lalized a:; the simultaneous t nsport of one token along each arrow attached 
to the transition. Note that the total number of tokens need not be conserved. A
transiion t is thus enabled iff each place which has an arrow pointing to t (inpkst 
plcnce :I contains at least one token; the firing of t takes one token from each input 
place and adds one token to each output place of t. 
We :an thus represent an ra.-dimensional restricted VAS by a bipartite directed 
graph Gth an initial ms rking, which is a distribution of tokens over vertices of one 
type-the places pl. l l 2,_. The vertices of the other type are called transitions. Such 
a grapih is called a Petri r&et Fig. 1 shows a restrictF:d VAS and the corresponding 
Petri r-et; Fig. 2 of a transition by showing the result of firing 
transition a at the n Fig. 1. The following definition of a Petri net 
is adacIted from rees with the original d>Gnition in [7]. 
2.3. Petri nets 
tri net is a directed bipartite graph with an initial marki 
pes of vertices are called places (p,, l . 0, pn} and tvansitzons 
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@I,“‘, 1 t ). A markhg M is a function which associates with each place pi a 
non-negative number of toketivj: MCpi) in that place, and can be treated like a vector 
M NE N” whose ith coordinate is M(pj). 
(b) A sinwhim of a Petri net is a sequence of firings of transitions; only 
enabled transitions may fire at any time, and a transition is enabled iff each of its 
input places (those with arcs pointing to the transition) contains at least one token 
in the present marking. The firing of a transition changes the marking by removing 
one token from each of its input places and then adding one token to each of its 
output places (those places that are pointed to by arcs from the transition). 
. (c) A marking MT” is said to be reachable from marking M iff there exists a firing 
sequence which transforms A4 into M’. The set of all markings reachable from the 
initial marking is the reachability set of the Petri net. . 
Actually, this definition permits two possibilities which do not arise when we 
represent a restricted VAS: 
. (i) there may be self-loops, i.e., pairs p, t such that p is both an input place and an 
output place of t; 
(ii) t,here may be two transitions tl and it2 which have exactly the same input and 
output places. 
The first situati- does not arise because in a VAS transition, a coordinate 
cannot be both positive and negative; the second oes not arise because in a VAS a 
transition is defined by its input and output places: W is a set, where no element 
“occurs twice”. 
So let us call a restricted Petri net (RPN) a Petri net which has no self-loops and no 
duplicate transitions. Then it is easy to see that for every restricted Petri net with a 
given ordering of its places pl* l l pn there is exactly one restricted VAS of which it is 
the graphical representation. 
Fact.* The graphical reipresentations of restricted vector addition systems are l
exactly all restricted Petri nets. 
2.4. Generalized Petri nets 
The notation of Petri nets can easily be extended to represent arbitrary vector 
addition systems, or a slight generalization thereof, namely Keller’s vector replace- 
ment systems [9]. This is done by assigning a size to each arc in the Petri net, with 
the understanding that an arc of size .K E N transports K tokens per firing instead 
of one. These so-called generalized Petri nets have been found to be quite useful 
tools for investigating the properties of vector addition systems and related 
formalisms, mainly because their graphical form provides a better grasp for the 
intuition required to guide the researcheLp towards his goal [4]. For more informa- 
tion on the relationship between generalized Petri nets, vector addition systems, 
restricted Petri nets and reHate{j formalisms, see [3].’ 
* This relationship is also discussed in [ 11). 
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3. The decision prob 
We shall present a sequence of decision problems, each of which is recursively 
reducible to the next problem. The first problem in the sequence is Hilkrt’s tenth 
problem, which was shown to be undecidable by Matijas’eviE [lo] in 1970. This 
successively implies the undecidability of the prloblems to which it is reducible, and 
thus shows that the equality problem, to which the others are reducible, is 
undecidable. 
3.1. Hilbert’s tenth problem (H) 
Hilbert’s tenth problem [S] is the problem of deciding, given a polynomial 
P(Xl, ’ ’ l , x~) w’ith integer coefficients (diophantine polynomial), whether this 
polynomial has an integral root, that is, a solution to: 
(cr1; ’ l , a,) E 2’: P(a*,* l l , a,) = 0. 
3.2. The polynomial graph inclusion problem (PGIP) 
We define the graph G(P) of a diophantine polynomial P(xl; l l , x,) to be the set 
G(P) = ((xt; a l , xr? y) E N’+*: y s P(x,; 0 l , xr)}. 
The polynomial gs*~ ph inclusion problem is _ the problem of deciding, given two 
polynomiak P(x-~,- l 0, xr) and Q(x,,a l 0, x,), whether G(P) 6 G(Q). 
We shall show that H is recursively reducible* to PGIP (Theorem 2). 
3.3. The MS subspace inclusion problem (SIP) 
Instead of worrying about all coordinates in a VAS, we shall now restrict cur 
attention to the subspace generated by =;olae of the coordinates. To be specific, we 
shall study the projections of reachability sets of dimension n on the first P 
coordinates, 0s r s n. If v EN” is a vector, then its projection P,(v) is the vector 
w E N’ whose coordinates are the first I coordinates of v, in the same order. 
T,le subspace inclusion problem is the problem of deciding, given two VA!% A 
2 a, whether the projection of one reachability set is included 
he other, i.e., whether P,(R(A)) j; Pr(R(B)). In other words, 
is it true thari for any ZJ E R(A) there is a w E (B) such that R(v)= P&v)? 
We shall show that the PGIP is reducible to the SIP (Theorem 3). 
3.4. The VAS reachability set inclusion probkin (1P) 
Given two VASs of the same dimension , is the reachability set of one included in 
the reach& set of the other? 
It is cle;tr the IP is an instance of the SI ; we shall show that the S 1s also 
reducible to, and t us equivalent o, the (Theorem 4). 
* H and PGIP can, i!\ fact, be shown to be recursively equivalent. 
3.5. ‘The VAS reachability set equality problem (EP) 
Given two VA% of the same dimension n, are the two reachability sets equal? 
Again, the EP is clcalrly reducible to the IP. e prove the converse, and thus 
establish th4e undecidability of the EP (Theorem 5). 
3.6. Other decision problems about WLS’S 
It may be appropriate here to mention some related decision problems for VASs. 
The 5oundedness problem is the problem of deciding whether the reachability set 
contains markings arbitrarily large in some given subset of the coordinat 
been shown to be decidable by Karp and Miller [3,8]. 
The reachability problem is the problem of deciding whether a given marking is in 
the reachability set or not. It is still open; partial results can be found in [3,4,9,12, 
151. 
In order to relate Hilbert’s tenth problem to Petri no, we must show how Petri 
nets can compute polynomials, in some sense. Usually, an automaton used to 
compute a function is given its arguments in some form, and started in some 
“initial” state. If and when the automaton halts in some “‘final” state, we can 
recover the computed value, for example by reading the contents of a certain 
register. Such an automaton is usually thought to be deterministic, or at least 
functional in the sense that all halting computations produce the same result. But 
the non-determinism associated with the set of possible firing sequences in a F’etri 
net is essential to the power of Petri nets. In fact, if we only consider nets whose 
firing sequences are ‘monogenic (“deterministic” Petri net), then all the problfzms 
mentioned SC far are decidable (the reachability sets will be ultimately periodi’c or 
finite). 
So, in order to get any non-trivial functions, we have to modify our idea Iof a 
computation. Following Rabin, we shill say that a non-deterministic automaton 
weakly computes a function ,f(xt .* l x,) iwF the maximum output value over all 
computations tarting with the argument x1, 9 l l , x, is f(x,, . . ., xJ. 
Mow l&s see how we can embed a weak computer in a Petri net, Some of the 
oonstraints we shall use are not essential, but they will simplify the expositkBn, 
ch satisfies the following conditions: 
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(5) If the initial marking contains a token in the “stmt” place, then rhe “stop” 
transition can fire after any numbe of “count” firings up to f (xl, l . 0, x,) times, 
including zero. 
Some comments on the 5 points in the definition: 
(1) This is the encoding of the argument for Ithe weak computer. 
(2) This permits the computer to be switched on, by putting a token into the 
“start” place. This token is consumed by the firs:: transition firing which starts the 
computation. 
(3) This is how the computer is switched off e ‘Together with conditions (4) and (5), 
this assures that the computation can be stopped at any output between 0 and 
f( Xl, l ’ .Y X,). 
(4) This means that, among all possible firing sequences from the initial marking 
with one token in the “start” place, at least one fires the “count” transition 
f( Xl, l ’ l 9 x,) tim A, and none fires it more often. It does not mean fh 
delay firing the “stop” transition, we will eventually fire the “counC’ transition that 
many times: we may get “stuck” before. Therefore, when explaining how such a 
computer works, we ought to provide a strategy for achieving the highest possible 
number of firings of “cow&‘. 
Fig. 3 shows the general disposition of a Petri net weak computer. (The bo%%om 
portion of the box can be %hought of as the “control” portion of the computer.) We 
shall now show Lw to construct such Petri net computers for addition and 
multiplication, a:?d how to combine them to construct a weak computer for 
polynomials with non-negative coefficients. 
(possibly some internal 
----- - 
places and transitions 
Fig. 3. A Petri net weak computer. 
ddition of non- egatiue integen i:; weakly co 
ra 
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Fig. 4. A weak adder. 
It is easy to verify points (I), (2), (3”, and (5). To verify point (4), we note that the 
firing sequences are really a subset of the regular language described by 
c l (a + count -+ b l count)* stop, where the number of occurrences of u and b is 
li&ed by x and y, respectively. Thus, “count” will fire once for each token 
removed from one of the input places, up to x + y times, and no more. 0 
f. Consider the Petri net in Fig. 5. Again, it is easy to see that conditions (l), 
(2) and (3) are sai:tisfied. Indeed, the four places labelled p4, 9 l a, p7 can have only one 
token altogethelr, namely after s has fired (removing the token from “start”) and 
before s’ (“SQJ “0 has fired. A.gain, a%1 “complete” firing sequences are selected 
from a regular Iset, described by 
;(a (cc ‘)lka ‘(bb’)*)*s’. 
unt 
__J “sbp” 
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The restrictions imposed by the contents of the three “registers” pl, p2, p6 
(initialized to x, y, 0, respectively) are the following: 
(i) the number of occurrences of a is bounded by K; 
(ii) the number of occurrences of cc’ between a firing of a. and the following 
ng of ca’ is bounded by the contents of p2 just after the firing of Q ; 
(iii) the number of firings of bb’ between a’ and Q is similarly bounded .by the 
cfJotents of pa; 
(iv) neither p2 nor p8 can ever hold more than y tokens; in fact, the y tokens 
originally in p2 can only be shuttled back and forth between g2 and p& 
It follows that c (“count”) can fire at most y times between firings of a, which 
itself can fire at most x times. “Count” can thus fire at most x l y times. A strategy 
to fire “count” the maximum number of times is the firing sequenc=e 
This clearly fires c (*‘count”) x l y times, thus condition (4) 
Finally, condition (5) is satisfied because after firing c the desired number oi‘ 
times, we can 6re ~‘6~‘s’ to stop. 0 
Now we shall see how to weakly compute an arbitrary polynomial of several 
variables with non-negative coefficients. We can write a “program” which uses only 
addition, multiplication, and substitution of the form P(xl, x2, x3), where xl = x2 = 
Q(y,, y2), for examp2. Here, P and Q are polynomials we have already con- 
structed, and the re&t of the substitution is a new polynomial 
R (~1, y,, x:) = P(Q(y,, ~21, Q(Y,, ~2)9 ;=3)- 
Lemma 3. If P(x,, x2, x3) and Q(y,, y2) are polynomials with non-negative coefi- 
cients weakly computable by Petri nets, then the result of the substitution of a(y,, y2) 
for certain variaLdles of P(xI, x2, x3) (say, x1 and x2) is weakly co,nputable by a Petri 
net. 
Proof. We construct a new Petri net out of the Petri nets for P and Q by 
connecting them as shown in Fig. 6. The input places of the ri net for P that are 
used for substitution become internal “registers”, filled the firings of the 
“count” transition of the Petri net for Q ; the “stop” transition of Q is con 
the “start” place of P which also becomes ’ lternal. The inpr 
are the inputs ‘bo Q and the unsubstituted inputs of P; the oueput transitions 
nt ” and 3top ” are those of P. 
We have to verify the 5 conditions of wea computability. 
(1) The initial marking must leave all internal places blank, in particular the 
substitution of P and “start P”. 
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93 tart: 
(starG?)L 
of P) 
(start Q) (stop P) 
R Cyl, y2, x3) = P(Q(y,, y2), Qh ~2)~ 153) 
Fig. 6, Composition of two polynomiak 
(4) After Wq Q” has fired, the inputs to P are no greater than Q(y,, yz) and x3, 
respectively. Since we assumed r:hai P is non-decreasing in all its variables 
(non-negative coefkients), the output of P (number of firings of ‘“count”) is no 
greater than P(Q(yl, y2), Q(y,, y2),x3). On the other hand, we may use the 
maximum strategy for Q before starting P, and then use the maximum strategy for 
I? This clearly produces the desired output. 
(5) This condition is the one assuhned for P. Q 
It should be easy to see how a polynomial with non-negative integer toe 
can actually be computed, by iterating substitutions as described ab 
particular, multiplication by integer coefficients can be done by repea 
omials, since the substitution we described includes the p 
es of intermediate results. ( n the example, 
Id x2.) 
several trariabies with 
tri nets. 
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5:l. The PGIP 
the preceding section we have seen that Petri nets can weakly compute 
olynomials with non-negative integer coefficients. We therefore first present a 
variant of Hilbert’s tenth problem. 
2. Hilbert 's tenth problem ( ) is recursively reducible to the polynomial 
graph inclusion problem (PCIP). 
Proof. (a) We can restrict the arguments of the polynomials to the non-negative 
integers. Indeed, P(xl, l l l , xr) = 0 has a solution in if and only if one of the 2’ 
polynomials obt&ined by replacing some variables by their negative has a solution 
in N. 
(b) Any root of P(x,, - l 0, a) is also a root of P2(x1, l l 0, xr), and vice versa. 
we can restrict our attention to polynomials whose range is in N. 
(c) By separating the positive and the negative coefficients of a polynomial 
whose range is non-negative, we get two polynomial3 Q1(xl, l l 0, x,) and 
Q&t, l l l , x,), each with non-negative integer coefficients, such that: 
There exists an integral root to the original polynomial if and only if 
: c&(X*, l l 0, XI) = Q*(X*, l l l , x,). 
Now let u: consider the following two polynomial graphs 
G(G,) = {(xl, - 9 l , x,, y) E N’+*: y 5 QI(x1, l l a, se,)}, 
2+l)=((#*,*‘*,x,y)E 
From this follows that 
2+1)6G(Q&%[ xl, l l 0, x,, y E N: (y 
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5.2. The SIP 
y s Q(x1, l l l ,xr) R+,(R (A)) = G(Q) 
Fig. 7. Simulation of a polynomial graph. 
ow we shall use the fact that Petri nets can weakly compute pollynomials. 
there xist; 
Given a polynomial xr ) with non -negative integer coefficients, 
cdl Petri net A such thnt the projection of its reachability set on the first I + 1 
coordimztes is the graph of Q : 
+I@? (A )) ==: G(Q). 
ens in all othe r
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tokens in P,+~; yet there exists a computation which puts that many tokens on p+t. 
ings of these places, l;bl. l . P~+~, are thus precisely the points in the graph 
G(Q). 0 
. The PGIP is recursively reducible to the subspace inclasiom problem 
Given two polynomials with no gative integer coefficients we construct 
tri nets whose projected reach ty sets are the graphs of the respective 
polynomials as indicated by Lemma 4. ren a test for the SIP will also decide the 
corresponding PGIP. Cl 
5.3. The IP 
Now we shall show how we can modify Petri nets of y1 places to “forget” the 
marking in tt - P ‘“uninteresting” places and thus reduce the SIP to a comparison of 
complete reac ability sets, the IP. 
heorem 4. The SIP is yecursively reducible to the JR 
f. Suppose we aVc given two Petri nets of n and M places, respectively, and we 
to test, for th- two projections on the first r coordinates of ,the respective 
reachability sets, whether one is a subset of the other. 
First, we note that we can always add 1 n - m 1 piaces to the smaller net (without 
renumbering the original places to get two nets vith the same number of places, 
say n. If we do not connect thes new places to any traimsitions, we will not change 
the reachabilit; set as far as the old places are concerned, and thus the problem is 
iven two Petri nets A and of ro 2 r places each, is 
y both nets by adding four places to each net, numbered 
odify the reachability sets in such a way as to make the 
inclusion depend only on the first r coordinates. 
, tb modifications are s own in Fig. 8. Petri net A’ differs from 
our additional places, which are permarxatly marked (1,Q, 0,O). 
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P r+l 
0 P n+: 
0 @ 'n+: 
Pr(R(sQ))C Pr( ))e R(A’\cRfB’) 
Fig. 8. SIP is reducible to IP. 
sequence in B there corresponds a firing sequence in B’ obtained by preceding 
each firing of a tip 1 s i G 1, by a firing of a. markings generated in ’ by these 
rices are clearly either of the form 
l (0, 0, 0,I) or 0 (O,O, l, 0), where 
lew transition b carries a token from p n+3 to p,,,. A.fter that transition 
has been switched 
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places. The last new transition, c, carries a token from pn+l back to P”+~. Thus, after 
the firing of ti has put one token on P,,+~, that token can shuttle back and forth 
between pn+2 and p n+l while arbitrarily changing the marking in places pr+]* l . pm? 
thus effectively ‘“erasing” their marking. Since any new marking 
reached in pr+l* l l pn while the marking in pl. 9 l pr remains frozen at sc,ne 
M E P‘(R (B)), the remaining markings in R (B’) are of eform MOM’*(O,l,O,O) 
or M l M’~(l,Cl,O,O), where ME PJR(B)) and M’E 
Therefore, 
R (B') = R (B) :x ((0, 0, 0, l)v (0, 0, 1,O)) u P,( 
Recall that 
R(A’) = R(A)x{(l,O,O,O)}. 
Thus 
R(A’)CR(B’)(JR(A)C P,(RU?))x 
@ P,(R (A)) e P,(R (B)). 
Since we constructed an instance of the IP from a given instance of the SIP, we 
conclude that the SIP is reducible to the IP. 0 
Rabin’s Theorew Givera .two VASs or Petri -nets, it is undecidable whether the 
reachability set G,’ one is a subset of the reachability set of the other. 
Proof. This follows directly from the undecidability of Hilbert’s tenth problem and 
the cumulative effect of Theorems 2,3 and 4. All constructions have used Petri nets 
which can he directly translated into vector addition systems whose coordinates are 
in fact limited to { - 1, 0, -t 11. J 
5.4. The EP 
We are now ready to produce our original contribution to the art. sI 
heorem 5, The inclusion problem is recursively reducible to the equality problem. 
Supgose we are given two n- lace Petri nets (n-dimensional VAS) A and 
hether 8 (A ) C e shaal construct from and two 
such that 
Gill be constructed a common net C whit 
we shall use t 
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connected to aj iff it is so connected in A, and to b, iff it is SO connected in B. In 
addition, C contains five new places P,+I; l l pn+s and four new transitions a’, a”, b’, 
b”. Places P,,+~ and pn+2 are connected via each transi ion aj in one direction, and via 
@ ‘I in the other, If these places contain no token, then all transitions of A are 
&abled, otherwise the transitions can fire as they would in A. Places pn+3 and ~)n+ 
and transition b”, do the same for the transitions of B. Thus, depending on which 
pair {P~.+~, ~ +z) or {pn+3,pn+4} contains a token, we can simulate either the firing 
sequences of A or those of B, as well as the corresponding markings, provided we 
start with the proper initial marking (see Fig. 9). 
Fig. 9. C can simulate either A or B. 
This is enforced by place P,,+~ and transitions a’ and btu The initial marking of C 
consists of one token in p n+s and zero to 
initial marking (A) of ‘4 on places p 
arc bundles (unrestricted VA 
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one token in each of two places, as can be checked from Figs. 7 and 8. So, for the 
purpose of the undecidability proof of EP, we need to consider only restricted Petri 
nets., 
e reachability set of C can now be described as follows: 
i) initial marking: (0)” l (O,O, 
if the first firing was a’: R x ((0, 1, 0, 0, O), (1, 0, 0, 0, O)}, 
~j~~~ if the first firing w @) x NO, O,O, 1, O), (09 0919 0, W. 
us 
R (C) = (0)” x {(k d, 0, 0, I)} 
u R(A)x{~OJ,O,O,O 9 c&O, Ql 0, 0)) 
) x ((0, 0, 0,L 01, (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)). 
Now we can construct D and E as shown in Fig. 10. D is obtained from C by 
adding transition b I”, which removes a token from P”+~. This can happen only if the 
_ ~__ --__- - 
bll I 
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first firing was b’, anti thus the only new markings are of the form M . (0, 0, 0, 0, O), 
where M e R(B). Thus 
R(D) = R (C) u (R(B) x {(O, o,o, 0,O))). 
Petri net E is obtained from Petri net by adding, in addition to b”‘. the 
transition a” which removes a token from +I* Thus 
R(E)-R(D)uR:(A)x{(0,0,0,0,03) 
=JUC)U((R(A)UR( j) x {(OF 09 09 09 ON 
Since no marking in R (C) ends in (O,O, 0, O,O), we conclude that 
R(D)= R(E) @ R(A)CR(B). R 
This allows us to announce: 
ary. The equality problem for vector addition system reachability sets is 
undecidable. 
In fact, we hav2 ;_ 3ved a much stronger esult, since the instance of the EP used 
in Theorem 5 is quite singular: The two Petri nets whose reachability sets we 
compare differ only by the presence or absence of a single transition a”‘! 
Thus we may state: 
. It is undecidable whether the removal of a particular transition in a Petri 
net or VAS changes the reachability set or not. 
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